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A truly magnificent villa, located in one of the most fast-growing environments

in the world, the grandiose Riyadh, the capital city of Saudi Arabia is a blend of

modern opulent design. Set in otherworldly landscapes of the luxurious Riyadh,

the villa is designed by Karim Abdul Muttalib, K. A. Interior design in

partnership with Covet House. Created with 10 different rooms, the opulent

villa combines the luxurious and quite recognizable Arabic aesthetic, where

the modern classic vibe is felt throughout all the rooms.
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The modern classic villa in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia has been designed by Karim

Abdul Muttalib of K. A Interior Design
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8 WAYS TO STYLE
GEOMETRIC TILES

Nothing spells a cool design quotient more than the latest geometrical tiles

with some of the most interesting designs and combinations that are possible

in mosaics and collages. Geometrical tiles are preferred both by designers and

homeowners and are a rage at the moment. Let us help you explore some for

your space! 

Bold In Black, White, and Grey Hex 
You can go daringly bold with the chequered hexagon black and white mosaic

tiles, guaranteed to give you a stand-out look. Black and white create a graphic

impact that is difficult to miss. And once you have these striking tiles you don’t

even need too many accessories, because all eyes will be on this feature

pattern! You can get a similar look with the large hexagon tiles which come in

black, white, and grey. Mix and match or use a single color for a great take on

this geometric aesthetic.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

8 WAYS TO STYLE GEOMETRIC TILES

Geometric tiles are cool! We bring you 8 ways to style them!
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The much-awaited ongoing Navi Mumbai International airport’s first look was

recently revealed. The GVK group, which is known for its work in the aviation

sector has been leading Mumbai International Airport Limited (MIAL) and has

been building the airport as a partner and has shared the first look of the Navi

Mumbai airport recently. The terminal design of the upcoming airport takes

its inspiration from the lotus flower, which symbolizes purity and elegance.

The futuristic design of this airport blends modernity with Indian ethos, art,

and culture in a poetic and fluid architectural language. The design has been

done by globally acclaimed architectural firm Zaha Hadid, who also designed

the Beijing Daxing International Airport.

 

The GVK group has unveiled the first look of the Navi Mumbai airport inspired

by Lotus flower, designed by globally acclaimed architect Zaha Hadid

Architects.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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